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Adjusted spectral correction method for calculating extreme winds in tropical cyclone
affected water areas – REVIEW

The article of Larsen and Ott addresses an interesting and highly relevant topic in the field
of site assessment for wind energy.The authors present a promising approach towards a
reliable extreme wind estimation from reanalysis data in regions affected by tropical
cyclones.

However, a few points described in the following definitely need to be addressed before
publication.

The method development in section 2 particularly 2.2 lacks clarity and needs to be revised
taking into account the following comments and questions.

Line 84: “The maximum wind that occurs once a year …” is not precise in my opinion. In
the framework of a Poisson process of wind velocities exceeding a threshold, Eq. (1) gives
the velocity which is on average exceeded once in a period of T0. At this point there is no
maximum estimation involved… However, there is a relation to the annual maximum but
to be precise, it is not the same thing.

Generally, the description of the SC method is pretty confusing to me. As far as I
remember, the SC method calculates a correction factor sometime called smoothing effect
as the ratio of Eq (1) for corrected and uncorrected spectra. This Factor is used to correct
the the 50-year wind estimates of the reanalysis data, esimated by e.g. annual maximum
method. Eq(1) is thus not directly used for estimating U50. O am I wrong?



In my experience a direct estimation with Eq (1) fails due to the various unfulfilled
assumptions (Gaussian wind, …).

Line 101-119: This is an interesting paragraph illustrating the effect of a typhoon on the
spectra. But as far as I can see, it does not directly contribute to the SC-TC method. Thus
the paragraph could be put into an extra section?!

Line 125: Do you really need to mention version 2 of the enhanced spectrum?

Line 131: “We regrid…” How do you regrid exactly? By bilinear interpolation?

Line 134 and following: From here on, I get pretty confused. This might be also due to a
lack of my expertise since some years have passed since I last worked at similar topics.
However, since I am not completely new to the topic I should be able to follow you
explanation of the method more easily.

Do you match the SC-TC results by tuning n to match the U50,Ott wind?

Is there on r for every grid point? If so, how could you get a relation for like EQ 5 for
every grid point? How exactly do you estimat alpha and beta? Why do you choose a
quadratic dependence of n on r?

What is u exactly in Eq(6)?

I get that you show r dependent on U50,Ott in figure 4a. But how do you get a
dependence on the annual maxima? Does this lead to a different r and n every year?

I thank the authors in advance for clarifications.

 

Last but not least, the conclusions in section 4 are no conclusions in my opinion. The
section is just a slightly rephrased version of the abstract. However, the authors do offer
some conclusions in the discussion. This might also be a matter of style nowadays. But I



like conclusions to be conclusions not abstracts :)

Other minor corrections have been mentioned in other comments already.
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